
  

Mentoring and Consultancy - Animation 

Support for students in the classroom on the topic of Animation. Offering one to one 

work with students who require extra support to complete their current work and 

working with groups in all stages of their projects. Practitioners will give students tips and 

guidance from their extensive knowledge and previous experience in this topic to assist 

and inspire the students work. 

 

Breakdown of genres offered: 

Character development- Students can express creativity by creating their own characters; 

the character traits and personalities are vital to an overall success of the animation. Features of 

the characters such as facial expressions and body language need to be carefully considered 

to enhance the character type chosen. 

Plot and story-line – Using standard story structure of a beginning, middle and end as a base to 

develop a story which is then written as a script and story board. 

Original forms of animation – Making Thaumatropes and flick-books to demonstrate the basic 

principles of turning still images into a moving animation. This then develops to a Zoetrope which 

is a similar principle to modern film projectors of today. 

Stop-motion – The art of taking still photos and compiling them together to create a moving 

animation. The action is moved slightly between the taking of each photo. Once placed 

together the subject appears to be animated. 

Cut-out animation - Animating cut-out paper shapes using a stop-motion technique. 

Object animation - Using simple, everyday inanimate objects as the main subject of an 

animation, moving it slightly between frames to suggest movement. 

Human animation - Using a person as the subject allows for more specific movement and 

direction. The subject moves their body slightly between each shot that is taken. 

Model animation - Creating unique models out of modelling clay (Plastercine). This allows 

students to completely create and manipulate the look of their character to suit a chosen 

personality and the plot of the animation. 

Music and sound effects - Choosing the correct music and sound effects to accompany the 

animation. Voice-overs and sound effects can be recorded to ensure the audience follows the 

plot of the animation. 


